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Thermophoresis, also termed thermal diffusion or the Soret effect, moves particles along temperature
gradients. For particles in liquids, the effect lacks a theoretical explanation. We present experimental
results at moderate thermal gradients: (i) Thermophoretic depletion of 200 nm polystyrene spheres in
water follows an exponential distribution over 2 orders of magnitude in concentration; (ii) Soret
coefficients scale linearly with the sphere’s surface area. Based on the experiments, it is argued that
local thermodynamic equilibrium is a good starting point to describe thermophoresis.
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Introduction.—Temperature gradients can move particles, a phenomenon called the Soret effect. Experimentally, the effect has been known for 150 years [1].
Particles typically deplete from regions of enhanced temperature, but the inverted effect of thermophilic behavior is
also found [2 – 4]. Thermophoresis is theoretically not yet
understood. Experimental methods to measure thermophoresis of colloids in aqueous and nonaqueous suspensions
are quite diverse and use thermal field flow fractionation
(ThFFF) [5,6], beam deflection [2,4,7], holographic scattering [3,8,9], thermal lensing [10], and optical heating in
microfluidics [11,12]. Thermophoresis has the potential to
analyze the particle-solvent interaction of nanoscaled particles and biomolecules. Moreover, it is a versatile tool to
manipulate or concentrate molecule concentrations in solution [12,13]. In addition to biotechnological applications,
a natural thermophoretic setting is found in pores of rock
near hot springs on the floor of the ocean, possibly involved
in molecular evolution [14,15].
A generally applied assumption for describing thermophoresis is that it should be treated as a transport phenomenon using, for example, microscopic particle-particle
potentials, hydrodynamics, or effective force fields [16 –
19]. Here, experimental evidence is presented, which explains thermophoresis for moderate temperature gradients by local thermodynamic equilibrium which diffusively connects to an exponential Boltzmann steady state
distribution.
The local thermal equilibrium picture of thermophoresis
leads to a scaling prediction of thermophoresis over the
radius of solid particles. We confirm the prediction for
polystyrene (PS) beads in water ranging from 40 nm to
2 m in diameter. Despite the fact that temperature is not
homogeneous, our experiments argue towards a local thermodynamic equilibrium description of thermophoresis.
Similar arguments have been discussed recently by
Astumian [20].
Theory.—The process in which a temperature gradient
induces a mass transport is termed thermophoresis and is
described by linear phenomenological relations. Combined
with diffusive back flow we find, for molecules of low
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concentration [21], the drift current density
j  jD  jTD  Drc  DT crT

(1)

with diffusion coefficient D, molecule concentration gradient rc, thermal diffusion coefficient DT (also termed
thermophoretic mobility) and temperature gradient rT.
Since j  vc, the thermophoretic molecule drift velocity
is linear to the temperature gradient:
v  DT rT:

(2)

In the steady state, both currents compensate (j  0),
leading to
dc
 ST dT
c

(3)

for small temperature differences dT with the Soret coefficient ST  DT =D. For a constant ST , the integration of
Eq. (3) yields an exponential steady state distribution:
*
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 exp  ST Tx  T0 x0 :

(4)

*

The concentration cx exponentially depends on tem*
perature Tx. The relation is normalized by an arbitrarily
*
defined location x0 with a concentration c0 and temperature T0 . We experimentally test Eq. (4), made possible by a
recently developed method to image thermophoresis with
microfluidic fluorescence [11,12].
The exponential steady state distribution can be understood from concatenating local equilibria by diffusion. Let
us consider an arbitrary division of space into smaller
regions (Fig. 1) and assume that the division is sufficiently
small to obtain local equilibrium in each of the regions.
The ratio of end concentration cN and start concentration
c0 can be multiplied from local concentration ratios of
neighboring chambers ci1 =ci , subsequently expressed
by local laws of linear thermophoresis:
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FIG. 1. Construction of a global exponential steady state by
concatenation of local linear thermophoresis. At the local level,
concentration ratios are proportional to temperature differences.
Diffusive coupling of concentrations between local descriptions
leads to a global exponential steady state distribution.

After assuming equal spacing in temperature T 
TN  T0 =N we can, for large N, apply the limit definition
of the exponential function:


cN
T  T0 N
 1  ST N
! eST TN T0  :
c0
N

(6)

The above derivation illustrates how local thermodynamic equilibria assemble into a global exponential steady
state despite nonequilibrium conditions.
Methods.—We used microfluidic fluorescence [11,12] to
put the above exponential steady state relation to an experimental test. Temperature differences are created by an
infrared laser (Furukawa FOL1405-RTV-317, 1480 nm,
25 mW) moderately focused by an aspheric lens with
8 mm focal distance (Thorlabs, C240TM-C) Water
strongly absorbs at this wavelength with an attenuation
length of   320 m. A 10 m thin water chamber
was formed by polystyrene slides. Imaging was performed
by a 32 air objective (Zeiss LD-A Plan NA  0:4) in a
fluorescence upright microscope (Zeiss Axiotech)
equipped with a CCD camera (PCO Sensicam QE)
Temperatures were measured by the dye BCECF used
with 50 M concentration in 10 mM TRIS buffer [11,12]
with temperature sensitivity of 2:8%=K. The heated spot
showed temperatures of T  8 K with a full width at
half maximum of 40 m. We measured thermophoresis
of 200 nm diameter carboxyl-modified polystyrene beads
(Molecular Probes, F-8811), diluted to 0.02% solid in
1 mM Tris buffer. Their thermophoretic properties were
measured for a small temperature difference of 1.2 K to
DT  1:4 m2 =sK and D  2:1 m2 =s, yielding ST 
0:7 K1 .
Concentration of particles was averaged from an image
stack of 50 images, each with an exposure time of 10 seconds, recorded at 12-bit resolution. The imaging protocol
consisted of three time steps: first without heating, second
in steady state after 20 min of laser heating, and third after
20 min of backdiffusion to correct for fluorescence bleaching of the beads. Bleaching could be corrected linearly;
inhomogeneous illumination was removed by dividing
with the initial, unheated image stack. Radial concentration profiles were extracted from the averaged image
stacks. Background fluorescence was subtracted as inferred
from the central depleted region.
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Several possible artifacts were excluded by the experimental design. The 32 air objective averages the concentration profile in z direction [12]. We simulated the
experiment using finite element calculations (FEMlab
2.3, Comsol) for Navier-Stokes flow superposed with
heat transfer, thermal expansion, gravity, photonic momentum, molecule diffusion, and thermophoresis. The numerical approach was benchmarked previously against
experiments [11,22]. The temperature profile across the
chamber is flat due to the low thermal conductivity of the
PS chamber walls [Fig. 2(a)]. Small deviations from a
constant z profile of both temperature and concentration
automatically compensate in first order [11]. The simulation does not detect a noticeable disturbance of the concentration profile by thermal convection [Fig. 2(b)]. This is
understood since the latter has a maximal speed of only
5 nm=s, mostly due to the thin chamber size and the broad
laser focus [Fig. 2(c)].
Results and discussion.—The radial temperature distribution of the heated solution was measured by BCECF
fluorescence [Fig. 3(a)]. An individual image of the beads
is shown in Fig. 3(b), while a logarithmic plot of the
reconstructed bead concentration from the full measurement protocol is given in Fig. 3(c). Three beads which stick
to the chamber surface can be seen; however, their fluorescence has no statistical significance in the final result.
The remaining inhomogeneities in the center are due to
insufficient averaging over the beads’ movement and excluded in the analysis. Radial averages of temperature and

FIG. 2. Details of the experimental approach. (a) A 10 m
thin water film is enclosed between PS walls. Low thermal
conduction of the chamber walls allow a thickness independent
temperature profile, confirmed by the shown finite element
calculation. (b) As a result, the thermophoretic depletion profile
equally shows no thickness profile. (c) Convection is slow at
maximal velocities of 5 nm=s due to thin chamber and comparable broad heating focus.
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the Soret coefficient ST T  ST T0 1  T  T0 ,
measured independently to   2:2%=K. The experimental results can be equally described with or without above
slight temperature dependence of ST .
In hindsight, we can test the division of the nonequilibrium system into a succession of local equilibria brought
forward in Eqs. (5) and (6). Locally, temperature and
concentration differences are small and a linearized
Boltzmann distribution holds:
dG
dc

 ST dT:
kT
c

FIG. 3. Exponential thermophoretic depletion. (a) Temperature measured from BCECF fluorescence. (b) Single image of
thermophoretic depleted polystyrene beads. (c) Logarthmic bead
concentration image, averaged from 50 single images and after
bleach and illumination correction. (d) Radial averages of particle concentration (logarithmic) and temperature (linear).

As seen, we can equate the local Boltzmann law with
Eq. (3) to connect the Soret coefficient ST with Gibbs free
enthalpy G. The latter is used for the experimental condition of constant pressure and nearly constant temperature.
The finest division into local equilibria systems is limited by the finite size of the particle itself. Even at the
experimentally steepest temperature gradient of rT 
0:1 K=m, the energy difference over the radius a of the
particle is
a  rG  a  ST rTkT  0:01kT:

concentration are given in Fig. 3(d), notably with a logarithmic scale for concentration (left) and linear, inverted
scale for temperature (right). Since both measurements
correspond in the plot, we directly see that the concentration scales exponentially with temperature.
By removal of the common radius coordinate, the bead
concentration is plotted over the applied temperature increase T in Fig. 4. The exponential dependence is fitted
by Eq. (4) with the Soret coefficient ST  0:72=K (solid
line) and holds well over the large concentration range
from c=c0  100% down to 1%. The fitted ST is very close
to the value of 0:7=K measured before at only a 1.2 K
elevated temperature. Carboxyl-modified polystyrene
beads show a comparably low temperature dependence of

(7)

(8)

The energetic asymmetry across the particle is only
2% of the particle’s thermal fluctuations, which, according to Einstein [23], is kT=2. On the other side, the
total energetic difference in the experiment was G 
 well beyond local equilibrium.
kT lncmin =cmax   4:6kT,
This means that the partitioning introduced in Eqs. (5) and
(6) and Fig. 1 can be applied with at least N  4:6=0:01 
460, yielding a well converged exponential steady state
distribution in Eq. (6).
Based on experimental evidence, it is tempting and
along the lines of Astumian [20] to describe thermophoretic steady states by a Boltzmann distribution for cases
where local thermodynamic equilibrium can be assumed:


c
GT  GT0 
 expST T  T0   exp 
: (9)
c0
kT
The linear relation between the Soret coefficient ST and
particle energy G in Eq. (7) leads to a scaling prediction of
thermophoresis over particle size. For solid particles, only
the solvation energy at their surface can be temperature
dependent. Therefore, based on Eq. (7), the Soret coefficient must scale with particle surface area. Since D / a1 ,
DT scales with a particle radius:
ST /

FIG. 4. Exponential concentration distribution. (a) In steady
state, thermophoretic depletion results in an exponential distribution, compatible with an energetic Boltzmann distribution.
(b) The logarithmic plot reveals the quality of the exponential
fit over 2 orders of magnitude in concentration.

@G
/ a2 ;
@T

DT / D

@G
/ a:
@T

(10)

We measured Soret coefficients for carboxyl-modified
polystyrene beads of various size (Molecular Probes, F8888, F-8823, F-8827, F-8795, and F-8823) in 1 mM TRIS
buffer. Measurements for beads larger than 200 nm in
diameter were obtained from single particle tracking
[24]. The measurements are well fitted with the scaling
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local Boltzmann distribution leads to a scaling law of the
Soret coefficient for solid particles, which is confirmed
experimentally, but contradicts hydrodynamic transport
models of thermophoresis [16 –19].
We thank Jan Dhont, Werner Köhler, and Simone
Wiegand for discussions and Hermann Gaub for hosting
our Emmy-Noether Group which was funded by the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft DFG.

FIG. 5. Scaling of the Soret coefficient ST and thermophoretic
mobility DT with particle size. (a) The Soret coefficient of
carboxyl-modified beads of different radius a scale with its
particle surface area, confirming a local equilibrium description
of thermophoresis. (b) Accordingly, thermophoretic diffusion
coefficient DT scales linearly with radius.

of Eq. (10) (Fig. 5, solid lines). Hydrodynamic theories
[16 –19] predict particle-size independent DT and thus
ST / a, in contradiction to the experimental data.
Similar particle-solvent systems have been analyzed
with ThFFF [5,6]. ThFFF uses exceptionally strong thermal gradients of up to 1 K=m and leads to values for ST
and DT for small polystyrene beads that are comparable to
our measurements. However, for larger particles in ThFFF,
the energetic difference of Eq. (8) exceeds kT and local
equilibrium cannot be assumed. This transition, given by
a  ST T  1 strongly depends on particle size (rT /
a3 ) due to Eq. (10). Incidentally, measurements of ThFFF
versus particle size, typically for diameters between 50 and
400 nm, are performed near the transition. Often, saturation of retention times tR =t0 over particle radius is found
and results in a hard to explain scatter in size scaling laws
for different particle systems [5,6] and in contradiction to
our results.
Based on recent findings [24], the contradiction, however, can be readily resolved. We find using single particle
tracking that the linearity v  DT rT does not hold out
of local equilibrium. The relation saturates nonlinearly for
larger thermal gradients. Since evaluations of ThFFF assume a linear transport relation, apparent values for DT and
ST decrease beyond the transition. This probably leads to
the discrepancy of size scaling measured with ThFFF and
our method (Fig. 5), where considerable smaller thermal
gradients were used to ensure local equilibrium.
To conclude, we collected experimental evidence in favor of describing thermophoresis by local thermodynamic
equilibrium. Under moderate thermal gradients, thermophoretic depletion follows an exponential steady state distribution over 2 orders of magnitude. Identification with a
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